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Dear Brothers, 

For those who have not met me yet, my name is David Lim. I joined
Chi Psi back in Fall 2019 and left Berkeley after Spring 2020 to
serve my Korean military service. In both my freshman year and
my return to Berkeley in the summer of 2022, Chi Psi played an
immense role in my adapting and finding a home in Berkeley. It
has helped me find my identity and some of my closest
companions, who I can proudly call my Brothers. Running for #1
was the easiest and proudest decision of my life. Last semester,
we had an extremely successful alumni game day event, where
multiple generations of Chi Psis were able to meet and share their
stories. Today, we have 55 active Brothers and an incoming Spring
class of 10 Potential New Members. We are expecting to host a
festive luau event on April 15th (tentative), which we will keep you
all updated on! If you are around during that time, please drop by
and meet me and the rest of the Brotherhood. If you have
questions, want a more detailed Lodge update, or anything else,
please do not hesitate to reach out to me. I would love to have a
conversation with as many alumni as possible!

YITB,
#1 David Lim, ∆∆ '25
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R E C R U I T M E N T  U P D A T E
Alpha Delta Delta’s rapid expansion in the past two years could not have been
possible without the successful recruiting efforts of the Brotherhood and alumni
network. With the help of Extension Specialist Nate Pittman (Φ∆ '21), we were able to
create an effective recruitment strategy centered around social media, common
interests, and brotherhood interaction. Brother Pittman taught us about the different
phases of the recruitment process and how to effectively utilize the strengths of the
Brotherhood during recruitment. Using his expertise, the Brotherhood did an excellent
job of recruiting their friends, classmates, and acquaintances, along with social media

outreach through Instagram, to compile a list of 100+ PNMs. We curated a diverse rush schedule centered
around the interests of our generation of Chi Psi Gentlemen. In the Spring semester, we hosted a
Brotherhood barbecue, 3v3 basketball tournament, international night, dodgeball match, and NFL Playoffs
watch party. We ended Spring 2023 recruitment with a successful pledge class of 10 PNMs that we are
excited to potentially add to our Brotherhood!

Aditya Bhandari, '25

VISIT THE NEW ALPHA DELTA DELTA WEBPAGE ON THE CHI PSI WEBSITE:

CLICK HERE
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Newly Initiated Brothers Fall '22

New Members for Spring '23

Entire Brotherhood, including New Members
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A L U M N I  R E L A T I O N S
David Kolivayko, '25

It’s an honor to be the Alumni Chair this semester! First, a little about me: I joined Chi Psi
in the Fall of 2021. Since then, I have been Choragus, Social Media Chair, and Lodge
Manager. I am a first-generation student and grateful to be a Chi Psi! My main goal is to
keep a good relationship with our alumni because we respect those that came before
us. Following in Derek Kersey’s ('23) footsteps, we have some great events lined up for
this Spring. The two main ones are going to be a dinner to meet the newly initiated and
the new prospective members. Additionally, we are going to organize the Mark Bingham
5K run! I hope we can get as many of you gentlemen to come, as we are eager to
develop relationships and share memories of being Chi Psis. There will be more details
about the events in this newsletter, and I will send out updates when plans are finalized.

One last thing is that we will be having Lodge Lectures throughout the semester. If any of you are
interested in giving a talk and sharing some advice with us please feel free to contact Mario Orantes at
mariorantes@berkeley.edu. My contact information is kolivayko@berkeley.edu and (760) 908-6371. Please
make sure to continue scrolling through this newsletter for a special and essential update on a Delta Delta
Lodge campaign put together by former #1 and current Berkeley Holdings President Zac Patel, '20, as well
as three alumni heading the campaign and members of the Central Office's development team.

I am honored to be given the privilege of facilitating pledge education for
the Spring 2023 semester. As a transfer student and member of the Spring
'22 pledge class, it feels surreal to be trusted with such a critical
responsibility within the Brotherhood. Despite being initiated to Delta Delta
at the end of my junior year, my time at the Lodge has truly been the
highlight of my college experience. Now a senior in my final semester, I am
eager to reciprocate the service Chi Psi has provided me by doing my part
to uphold our institution’s cherished traditions and, thus, forge the
connection between this semester's pledge class and Alphas across the U.S.
I am always excited to meet alumni and welcome any feedback. With that
being said, feel free to contact me at (650) 645-0493 if you have any interest
in being involved with this semester's Pledge Education.

P L E D G E  E D U C A T I O N
Micheal Walsh, '23

Unfortunately, over the past couple of semesters, we have been severely lacking in
giving back to our community. We have not hosted a significant philanthropy event
since I’ve been a member of the Lodge. Having been the former #1, I understand the
importance of philanthropy and have decided to take it upon myself to change this
recent trend. Something to look forward to is the return of the Mark Bingham 5K run
that we used to host every year. We will release more details about the run as the
semester progresses. We also plan to have a few smaller events and hope to get
more involved in other Greek philanthropy events on campus.

P H I L A N T H R O P Y  U P D A T E
Reece Quintero, '23
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Brothers,

There have been a number of positive developments since we wrote to alumni via e-mail on December 19, 2022. First, many of
you have answered the call to pay campaign pledges at an accelerated rate, and about $80K has been received to date. We
still need to receive $145K by May 5, 2023 to ensure we have the cash necessary to fund the project this summer. A list of all
the Brothers who have made gifts to the Lodge Campaign follows, and we want to add more names to it! A donor recognition
plaque will be placed in the Lodge as part of Phase Two of the project in Summer 2024 when interior work will be conducted.
Secure your place on that list by making a gift commitment today.

Second, Alward Construction has been selected as the General Contractor to perform exterior renovations this summer.
Alward has experience working with Greek organizations at Berkeley and recently completed work on the Alpha Pi Delta
Chapter House. References we spoke to commended their management of the schedule and budget, and we are looking
forward to working with them. On February 13, the project team met to talk through next steps, work through the initial
schedule, and identify key materials that need to be ordered. The current expectation is to begin construction the Monday
after spring graduation on May 13.

Finally, Delta Delta was selected to receive a T. Denny Sanford Grant from The Chi Psi Educational Trust in excess of $270K.
This is the second full year of the TDS Grant program of the Trust, and Delta Delta’s grant request was deemed to be the
highest priority educational Lodge improvement this year. Visit this link or call or email John Jackson at (910) 988-1994 or
jjackson@chipsi.org if you have any questions or would like to make a gift to the Delta Delta Lodge Campaign. Gifts and
Pledges to the Delta Delta Lodge Campaign as of Friday, March 10th:

Yours in the Bonds, 
 
Zac Patel, '20
President, Berkeley Holdings
(Entity that owns the Lodge)
(415) 299-5791

Gifts of $75,000+
 

The Chi Psi Educational Trust
 

Gifts of $50,000-$74,999
 

Nicholas Gilly, '07 • Kenneth Greathouse, '74 • Brent Holden, '78 • Steven Puccinelli, '80 • Michael Mattos, '81
Albert Sandell, '81 • Christopher Behrens, '83

 
Gifts  of $25,000-$49,999

 
Thomas Vogelheim, '84 • Clayton Holstine, '77 • Mike Dickey, '80 

 
Gifts of $10,000-$24,999

 
Douglas Baer, '82 • Martin Livingston, '82 • Christopher Thompson, '90 • Robert Arnberg, '67 • Lawrence Batina, '71 • Donald Hoban, '82

Brian Ambrose, '82 • Peter Laird, '82 • Michael Meyer, '83 • Jerome Natoli, '84 • Lawrence Deubler, '84 • Peter Tremblay, '84
Matthew Kangas, '90 • Andy Choy, '96 • Julien Mailland, '98 • Ryan Rodriquez, '00 • Aaron Gitnick, '01 • Eric Bowers, '04

Andrew Gallo, '06 • Simon Chen, '14 • Carol Proffitt
 

Gifts of $5,000-$9,999
 

Karl Schnaitter, '04 • Jerry Marks, '74 • Paul Killion, '80 • Thomas Carlson, '80 • Brian Tucker, '82 • William Coyle, '82 • Robert Hatch, '84
Alexander Terry, '88 • Scott Dickey, '92 • Dylan Cornelius, '93 • Stan Lu, '94 • Andy Katz, '02 • Grant Piercy, '09 • Christopher Corriveau, '12

 
Gifts of $2,500-$4,999

 
Robert Callison, '77 • Michael Moeng, '07 • Benjamin Johnson, '79 • Ivan Terry, '88 • Tyler Wenck, '97 • Dwight Hulse, '01 • Clarence Buist, '66

Gerald Tognetti, '68 • Lawrence Regalado, '75 • Luis Maimoni, '78 • John Fisher, '80 • Adam Fragen, '90 • Jeffrey Staiman, '92 • Mark Goodman, '01
Taylor Harrison, '16 • Scott Staskus, '16

 
Additional Gifts

 
Thomas Jones, '66 • Zachary B. Patel, '20 • Andrew Klein, '74 • J. Crandall, H '76 • Andrew Meyers, '80 • Jeffery Rhodes, '82 • David Moore, '84

Randall Parker, '85 • Stephen Towle, '80 • George Keefe, '58 • David Wurtzel, '70 • Talbot Shibley, '80 • T.K. Cotter, '90 • Kendrick Miller, '61
John Bowman, '80 • John Kordic, '81 • Dennis Umanzio, '82 • Kelly W. Rea, '82 • Michael D. McLachlan, '90 • George F. Goerl, '63 • Stephen Ferrier, '68

Hans Stern, '51 • Glenn A. Friedman, '79 • David Cradeur, '81 • Douglas E. Mathieux, '91 • Keith Hansen, '95 • Joel Grande, '96 • Samuel C. Bessey, HΔ '97
Merlin Henry, '54 • Leland F. Weis, '47 • Sanford M. Dickey, '49 • Captane P. Thomson, '52 • William J. Setnor, '72 • Thomas L. Gilevich, '73 • Uday Suresh, '18

Stephen J. Goode, '18 • Frank Q. Hoang, '14 • Benjamin P. Bronow, '19 • John A. Barneich, '64 • Tomas F. Castro Santos, '21 • Jorden L. Kawamoto, '09
Matvey R. Gurevich, '17 • Gavin M. Glascott, '20 • John D. Wood, '21 • Priyam Mohanty, '21 • Brandon S. Griffin, '20 • Pranad Reddy, '21 • Koji Chan, '21

Wesley S. Nild, '19 • Noppasit P. Su-Ngan, '20 • Nathan R. Wu, '20 • Jacob N. Piotrowski, '20 • Ryan Lee, '20 • Tyler W. Reinecke

Sam Bessey, HΔ '97
Chief Advancement Officer
Chi Psi Central Office
(615) 405-7623

Steven Puccinelli, '80
Chairman
Delta Delta Lodge Campaign
(917) 912-2216
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UPCOMING EVENTS
ALUMNI DINNER
On March 19th, mark your calendars for a dinner prepared by Brandon Zanovich
and his crew from Friendly! They have one of the biggest-name restaurants in San
Diego and will be coming to the Lodge and making us a fine dinner. Their
restaurant specializes in smash burgers and pizza, but there will be other dishes
prepared to fit the scene. This will be a formal event, so dress for the appearance.
Drinks will also be provided and other to-be-determined activities will be
occurring. We hope to see you there! We will send more updates soon.

MARK BINGHAM 5K RUN
Our Philanthropy Chair Reece Quintero will be planning the Mark 
Bingham 5K run this semester. Stay tuned for updates. We will send out all the
information when we have confirmed the dates.

GIVE TO CHI PSI'S
ANNUAL FUND

GIVE TO OUR 
DEDICATED FUND

(select Delta Delta in drop-down)

THANK YOU...
...to all actives and alumni who attended the
West Coast Oliver and Marie Rowe Regional
Conference in February! It was an honor to
host Brothers from the West Coast region at
UC Berkeley for a day of programming and
bonding. 
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